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me. But we have W. with second person in the protasis
because would be patient is also apodosis to the implied protasis
if occasion should arise; and the should with second person in
the apodosis is not a conditional should at all, but a pure-
system should, which would be the same with any person; it
means simply you ought, or it would be your duty.
The result in part of a genuine anxiety lest the Chinese would
gradually grow until they monopolized the country.—Times.
We have purposely refrained until now from invoking the
subjunctive, because the word is almost meaningless to English-
men, the thing having so nearly perished. But on this instance
it must be remarked that when conjunctions like lest, which
could once or still can take a subjunctive (as lest he die), use
a compound form instead, they use the Sh. forms for all per-
sons. It is a matter of little importance, since hardly any one
would go wrong in such a sentence.
THE PERFECT INFINITIVE
This has its right and its wrong uses. The right are obvious,
and can be left alone. Even of the wrong some are serviceable,
if not strictly logical. I hoped to have succeeded, for instance,
means / hoped to succeed, but I did not succeed, and has the
advantage of it in brevity; it is an idiom that it would be a
pity to sacrifice on the altar of Reason. So:
Philosophy began to congratulate herself upon such a proselyte from
the world of business, and hoped to have extended her power under the
auspices of such a leader.—burke.
And here he cannot forbear observing, that it was the duty of that
publisher to have rebutted a statement which he knew to be a calumny.
—borrow.
I was going to have asked, when . . .—sladen.
But other perfects, while they are still more illogical than
these, differ as little in meaning from the present as the depo-
suisse, dear to the hearts of elegiac writers ancient and modern,
differs from deponere. And whereas there is at least metre,
and very useful metre, in deposmsse, there is in our corresponding
perfect infinitive neither rhyme nor reason. Thus,
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